
Mark Almquist-Murray

Recently I have been challenged by the adage from Saint Anselm: 
“fides quaerens intellectum” (faith seeking understanding). Less 
for the purpose of tying up loose theological ends, and more for the 
spiritual fruit that comes from doing the asking, I have found that asking 
questions is a critical part of our life of faith—a facet I’m afraid we 
tend to neglect. I am currently doing this wrestling as I work toward a 
master’s degree at Princeton Theological Seminary. Ultimately, I hope 
to teach and facilitate critical reflection within both academic and 
confessional settings.

For this week I have chosen to focus on the spiritual significance of 
the ordinary life—a theme Richard Foster emphasized in a graduation 
speech at George Fox University in 2014. Together we will look at various 
types of “ordinary,” whether through anecdotes, theological topics, or 
personal reflections. I hope that throughout these writings the Holy 
Spirit will encourage you to consider the ripe fruit to be gleaned from 
your ordinary life.

My partner, Mackenzie, and I reside in Princeton, New Jersey, where we 
enjoy walking along the canal behind our apartment, making trips to 
New York City, cooking, camping, and spending time with friends.
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Sunday
January 29

An Ordinary Sighting: 
 The Heron and the Fawn

BIBLE READING: Psalm 139:1-10

Recently I walked along a stretch of the D&R Canal Trail near 
Kingston, New Jersey. As I enjoyed the solitude, a unique sight-
ing arrested my attention. On the other side of the canal stood a 
vibrant blue heron. Just feet from the bird, a young fawn played 
and licked at the bushes as its tail swung youthfully. This ten-
der image of a heron and fawn in a kind of harmony brought 
to mind a recent event. About a month earlier, my brothers and 
I had taken kayaks out on the Willamette River near Newberg, 
Oregon. At one moment I was alone, drifting down the water. 
The silhouette of a blue heron stood out against the muddy 
bank. As I approached, a young fawn quietly wandered out of 
the brush. The two creatures basked in a gentle tranquility, the 
same apparent dance I would witness weeks later.

After this second sighting, I considered the spiritual sig-
nificance. “God, are you the heron or the fawn?” I asked. What 
theophany— what God sighting—had occurred twice now? 
Then God spoke. I realized that I, Mark, was both the heron and 
the fawn. God reminded me that at times I am called to play the 
fawn, to be young and carefree, and to experience God’s fruits 
unabashedly. At other times, I am the heron—patient, contem-
plative, at times aware of realistic threats on the horizon, at 
times full of doubt, and yet evoking a different kind of spiritual 
maturity. Both postures are important in our life of faith.

SONG: O God, You Search Me (Bernadette Farrell)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Creator, in whatever posture of 

faith, help us to see you.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Monday
January 30 Ordinary Work

BIBLE READING: Colossians 3:23

Last winter I decided to run a half marathon. I set this goal in 
the wake of recognizing an uncomfortable fear—namely, that I 
might set a high goal and then, due to lethargy or simply not 
being good enough at my work, fail to arrive at that goal. At its 
worst, this fear is unhealthy, shallow, and unsustainable. And 
yes, it is probably fair to assume this fear is a product of my 
North American cultural conditioning, where we risk allow-
ing work to become idolatrous. At its best, though, I wonder if 
this longing is a deep, holy fervor—an innocent yearning to do 
something meaningful.

By way of confronting this existential fear, I decided 
to start a twelve week training program for a half marathon. 
Ultimately, I was successful. Aside from the pomp and zeal of 
the event, the 13.2-mile run itself was surprisingly (dare I say) 
straightforward. No doubt I was dog-tired after the race. In the 
end, I realized the 200 plus miles I had run during those twelve 
weeks, broken down into daily increments, were part and par-
cel of my ability to run with such ease on race day. Our life of 
faith is like this. The hardest moments are often those daily 
“four-mile runs,” those daily choices to participate in God’s 
economy. God gives us the capacity to work, so that we might 
encounter the successes of God’s liberating truth and love, even 
in our ordinary workspaces.

SONG: Will You Come and Follow Me (The Summons)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, give us discipline to do the 

good work you’ve given us.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Tuesday
January 31 Jesus’ Ordinary Death

BIBLE READING: Mark 15:22-32

I recently wrote a paper considering the physical nature of 
Jesus’ crucifixion, and the ways in which taking the bread and 
cup today, as an act of worship, helps us to remember the his-
torical event of Jesus’ crucifixion. As Quakers, we typically 
don’t observe the Eucharist in worship by using physical ele-
ments. We contend that our communion with the present Holy 
Spirit, unencumbered by ritual and symbol, provides sufficient 
environment for experiencing the present Christ. But, despite 
the freedom offered in our tradition, I wonder if in our practice 
we might fail to recognize the full experience of Jesus’ sacrifice.

I would venture to guess that many of us think of Jesus’ 
crucifixion in predominantly spiritual or non-material terms. 
We often fail to discuss the fact that Jesus was a state-sanctioned 
criminal, enduring crucifixion—a common form of punishment 
for those who defied the state in his day. We tend to overlook 
the political context of Jesus’ death, jumping quickly to ques-
tions of personal atonement. I’m afraid that when we clothe 
our understanding of Jesus’ death in exclusively unearthly, 
personal faith language, we forfeit the important implications 
of Jesus’ death for our social and political spaces. How might 
communion with tangible elements—not necessarily confined 
to bread and wine—remind us to serve a Jesus who died in an 
ordinarily turbulent world? Would we have more compassion 
on those, like Jesus, whom society labels “criminal,” or those, 
like Jesus, whose bodies are broken under oppressive national 
regimes? How might we, apart from ritualistic worship, use 
symbol to revivify our thought and practice?

SONG: Bless the Lord, My Soul (Taize Version)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Jesus, help us to honor 

your sacrifice by seeking justice for those who experience 
oppression.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Wednesday
February 1 The Ordinary Text

BIBLE READING: 1 Corinthians 1:20-30

One of my seminary courses was titled, English Bible in the 
Sixteenth Century. This course surveyed the groundbreaking, 
controversial, and even violent century that saw the Bible’s 
translation into English. The Protestant Reformation, the ex-
plosion of Renaissance humanism which popularized study of 
the ancient biblical languages, the political power play of fig-
ures like Henry VIII, the executions of translators like William 
Tyndale, and the underground market of early English transla-
tions; all of these factors underscore the dynamic century from 
which the Bibles we read today came into existence.

Ignoring this unstable history (as well as the sometimes 
problematic content within its pages) tempts us to presuppose 
the Bible itself contains a kind of untouchable purity. For many 
of us this is a non-question, for after all—it is “the Word of 
God.” However, by unhinging the Bible from its true and albeit 
unfortunate history, we can tend to overlook the human, un-
attractive dimensions of the text. We forget that God chooses 
to act within our human history, using imperfect human mores 
and conventions to display God’s truth and character. This 
means we will get things wrong. Our accounts of God may be, 
and probably are, incomplete and inaccurate—no matter how 
comprehensive they are. Similar to the Bible’s thorny history, 
we are called to faithfully inhabit the messy world in which 
God has placed us. How might we take bold steps to participate 
in the contours of God’s justice and light, even in today’s un-
glamorous ordinariness?

SONG: Go to the World (Sylvia Dunstan)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, help us to faithfully inhabit 

the world to which you have called us.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Thursday
February 2 Ordinary Complaint

BIBLE READING: Jeremiah 4:1-10

A gripping question throughout the book of Jeremiah considers 
the extent to which the prophet is compliant with God’s message 
of wrath. At times, Jeremiah appears to be a passive mouthpiece 
for God. In other instances, the prophet appears to take issue 
with God’s message, and his anguish is emblematic of Israel’s 
collective anxiety. Chapter 4 exhibits this tension. Most of the 
chapter reflects the former sentiment, with Jeremiah informing 
Judah of her misdemeanors. In verse 10, however, Jeremiah 
remarks, “Ah, Lord God, how you have utterly deceived this 
people and Jerusalem, saying, ‘It shall be well with you,’ 
even while the sword is at the throat!” (NRSV). In her work, 
Jeremiah: Pain And Promise, Kathleen O’Connor argues that 
Jeremiah’s assertion reflects an attempt to blame God for Israel’s 
situation, as an act of survival.

Chapter 4 underlines one of the most enigmatic questions 
of our faith: “Why would a good God allow people to suffer?” 
This theological riddle, commonly dubbed the “theodicy 
question,” challenges many; it is perhaps unanswerable. A 
noteworthy feature of our passage, though, is that it contains 
Jeremiah’s complaint. From this we know that God gives us 
space to complain, and even space to accuse God. Sometimes 
the pangs of genuine suffering are overwhelming to the point 
that we may say controversial, unpardonable words simply 
in order to survive. Despite how heretical this sounds, it is 
worth noting just how often we see this throughout the biblical 
narrative. We need not look further than Jesus himself, who 
utters a similar lament on the cross.

SONG: Hear My Cry, O God, and Save Me! (Michael 
Morgan)

PRAYER SUGGESTION: God help us to be honest, even if 
this means questioning you.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Friday
February 3 Ordinary Fault

BIBLE READING: Proverbs 28:13

I have often characterized myself as a “people-pleaser.” At 
times my most pressing concern is to avoid letting others down. 
Regardless of the pious light in which this casts me, I have re-
cently identified the true source of this trait. More than a sin-
cere selflessness, my desire to please others commonly arises 
from my inability to imagine myself committing indisputable 
mistakes. In truth, this motivation is actually rather selfish. In 
arguments with my wife I sometimes declare, “It was never 
my intention to make you feel hurt.” This defense completely 
stifles the reality of her hurt; the proverbial can that gets kicked 
down the road is my inability to see myself as having the fun-
damental capacity to do wrong.

In a culture that prizes loyalty—to family, church, politi-
cal party, and country—it is difficult for us to point out the 
mistakes made by our own tribes. We tend to double down in 
our defense, “Oh, I know so and so, and they would never do 
such a thing.” We are a culture that avoids being self-critical at 
all costs—perhaps because it is laborious, humbling work. It is 
incumbent upon me to be aware of the privilege I have, as well 
as ways I contribute to systems that dehumanize others. God 
wants us to live another way: to admit when we are wrong, to 
hold our own accountable—to truly participate in the radically 
inclusive, equitable, and just community that is God’s kingdom.

SONG: Late Have I Loved You (Gungor)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, forgive us—for we do not 

know what we are doing.

—Mark Almquist-Murray
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Saturday
February 4 Ordinary Laughter

BIBLE READING: Genesis 21:5-7

We have all experienced those moments—times when, thanks 
to the joke of a friend or because of some dumbfounded reali-
zation on our own part, we are overwhelmed with unabashed 
laughter. We keel over and cannot hold ourselves together. For 
some of us, laughter occurs naturally during an evening spent 
with friends over dinner and games. Some of us are naturals, 
experts at comedic timing—inciting others to join in on these 
humorous ventures. For others of us who take life a tad too seri-
ously, who find ourselves pent up with anxiety, haunted by the 
deepest of questions, constantly transfixed by worry, at times 
depressed, laughter can be quite a foreign event.

For me personally, provoking laughter—a skill in which 
my wife is admittedly far more gifted—can serve as a healing 
salve. Times when we are overcome with laughter are poignant 
moments of God’s salvation. Laughter itself is a kind of other-
worldly language, a divine invention. It is the aura in which 
Sarah found herself when she learned she would birth a child 
despite her advanced age. It is the mode of writing and thinking, 
bathed in satirical wit, which Erasmus, the sixteenth-century 
scholar, theologian, and church reformer, took up as he sought 
to preserve the mystery of God. Unlike his counterpart, Martin 
Luther, who desired a more “certain” faith, Erasmus saw theo-
logical certitudes as laughable in the face of an incomprehen-
sible God. (See Walter Gordon’s Humanist Play and Belief.) Let 
us never forget to laugh. Let us be encouraged to laugh as a way 
of experiencing God’s salvation anew.

SONG: All with Joyful Exultation (Hal H. Hopson, 
Michael Morgan)

PRAYER SUGGESTION: God bless us with laughter.

—Mark Almquist-Murray


